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 We would like to take this opportunity to introduce ourselves as Civil, 
 Painting & Plumbing Contractors for the work of Repairs &
 Rehabitation of Residential &Commercial Complexes.

P.Kumar Constructions is a Mumbai Based Civil Contracting
firm focusing on core competencies in the new generation building
repairs technology. We are involved in all aspects starting from
identification of problems, identifying the surce or cause of the 
problems, formulating the specification of the treatment and executing 
the same. We have maintained our focus on Indian climatic conditions,
Building material quality while designing our solutions to ensure the Building material quality while designing our solutions to ensure the 
performance. Climate condition, building material quality while 
designing our solutions to ensure the performance. Needless to 
mention, we are also responsible for its performance. Should you 
require further information, Please feel free to contact us. We look 
forward to work with you.
Thanking you, we assure you our commitment in each stage.
TTimely support and commitment are assured from our side.  



Services we provide:

Civil Work

Waterproofing

Painting Work

Plumbing



Scope of Work:

Repair to All kind of Structures Which are Prey to Mechanical
Damages, Carbonation Damages, Corrosive Contaminants Structural
Repairs.

  1. Jacketing of Columns and Beams
  2. Polymer Modied Concrete /Mortar
  3. Epoxy Based formulation
  4. Ferro Cement  4. Ferro Cement Treatment
  5. Super Fluid Micro Concrete
  6. Epoxy Grouts
  7. Concrete Grunting
  8. Cement Based Grouts
  9. Fiber Wrapping –Glass and Carbon
10. Stitch /Chemical Anchors.
111. Recasting
12. Metal troweling /V –Groove
13. Expansion Joint Treatment Plastering
14. External- Sand /Rough Cast Plaster /Heritage plaster
15. Internal –Neeru /Gypsum /POP
16. Polymerized/ Heat Resistent / Readymix 



Waterprofing:

Painting Work:
1. External , Painting By Cement Paints, Textured paints, Acrylic
    Paints, Semi Acrylic Paints, Emulsion, Elastomeric Paints, Colour Wash.
2. Internal Painting By Oil Bound Distemper, Plastic Emulsion /Velvet
    Touch, Etc.

1. By 9'' Soling + 4''/6''Thicks PCC.
2. By Checkered /Inter Looking Pavers.
3. By 3''3. By 3'' Thick Rough Shahbad Tiles.
4. By Marble /Mosaic Crazy /Caddapa.
5. RCC road work /col creating /retaining walls
6. Epoxy ooring.
7. Fabrication –gates /steel structures/mezzanine/stairs.

  1. Terrace Chajja .Balcony Tops With B/bat Coba System
  2. Integral Water Proo ng System
  3. Toilet &W.C.S over Head Water Tanks .Underground Tank
  4. PVC/TPO Synthothetic Membrane
  5. Thermal Insulation System
  6. Polyurethane Elastomeric Water Proo ng Membrane
  7. Crystallization Methods  7. Crystallization Methods
  8. A.P.P./SBS Modi ed Torch System.
  9. Geotextile Composite Membrane.
10. Green roof system.

Compound Pavements/ Site Development Jobs



Interior Work:

  1. Carpantry Work
  2. Electrical Work
  3. Flooring Work
  4. P.O.P /False Ceiling /Metal Ceiling
  5. Over Han Canopies.
  6. Partition
  7. Sliding/Claddings  7. Sliding/Claddings
  8. Polishing-Floor /Furniture
  9. Liquid wall Papers
10. Glass Furnitures
12. Modular furnitures
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Organization Details:



Organization Details:

Name Of Organistions :  M/S P.KUMAR CONSTRUCTIONS

Nature Of Business :      Industrial, Commercial, Or Residential ,building
                                       Repairs, Restoration, Interior, Exterior,
                                       Construction And Development Work.

Name Of 
Concern Person :            Pramod Kumar Dubey

Contact No. :                   9819653753/ 9930196959Contact No. :                   9819653753/ 9930196959

Email Id :                         info@pkumarconstrucons.com

Web Site :                        www.pkumarconstructions.com

Years Of Incorporations : 2010

Permanent Account No. : ALFPD1802M

Service Tax No. :             ALFPD1802MSD001

Company Treadmark :    A/f

Labour Labour 
Insurance Policy :           The Oriental Insurance Co.ltd

Third Party 
Insurance Policy :           The Oriental Insurance Co.ltd

Company 
Bank Account :               Greater Bombay Co.op Bank

GST No. :                        27ALFPD1802M1ZB
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Our Brand 
Partners:



Our Team 
Management:

Supervisor
Shyam Singh

Ravi Singh
Bsc in Civil Supervisor
3 years Work experience

Architect & Consultants
1. Zone Q Consultant
    Mr. Vipul parmar
    (Project Management)
2. Neotech Consultant
    (Only for supported consultant)

15 years in Civil Work
and 3 Year work experience in Saudi arabia  



Site Staff:

Sr. No. Particular
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

MASONS

Fitter

CARPENTERS

KHALASI

PAINTER

ELECTRICIAN

PLUMBER

LABOURS
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MASONS

1.Hari Shankar Yadav
2.Shravan Chavhan
3.Ramprasad Chavhan

SKILLED LABOUR
1.Arun
2.Ranjeet
3.Deepak
4.Prithvi
5.Prakash

SEMI SKILLED LABOUR

1.Ravi
2.Sanjeet
3.Manoj
4.Vikas
5.Shyam Verma
6.Sadam Shaikh
7.Raju7.Raju
8.Vijay

1.Nandlal
2.Rinku
3.Ashok
4.Akhilesh
5.Sattar
6.Anish
7.Chandan7.Chandan
8.Arjun

LABOUR

9.Kamlesh
10.Guddu
11.Brijesh
12.Imran
13.Rizwan
14.Abdul



  1
  2
  3
  4
  5
  6
  7  7
  8
  9
10
11

LIST OF HUMAN RESOURCES

40
80
5
4
2
2
2525
2
2
150
18

No.
Skilled Masons
Semi skilled Masons
Skilled Plumbers
Carpenters
Fitters
Welders
PainterPainter
Machine Operators
Mukadam
Male Coolies (Un Skilled)
Skilled Laborers for
 polymer treatment

Sr.No. DESIGNATION



 No.of Units
  1
  2
  3

  4
  5
  6
  7  7

  8
  9
10
11
12
13
1414
15
16
17
18

Sr.No.
1 Nos-p
1 Nos.
2 Nos.

2 Nos.
2 Nos.
2 Nos.
1 Nos.1 Nos.

1 Nos.
1 Nos.
7 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.1 Nos.
1 Nos.
5 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.

Damp Detector
Life Machine
Running Slab Trolley 
with Trpping Skip
Plate Vibrator
Tile Polishing Machine
WWood cutting Machine
15mm to 65mm Diameter 
GI Pipe Threading Machine
JCB (on Hire)
Poclaine (on Hire)
Dumper Truck (on Hire)
Compression Testing Machine
Dumpy Level & ThedolitsDumpy Level & Thedolits
Lab Equipment
Dampness checking equipment
Reinforcement Steel Cutting Machine
Weigh Batcher (Small)
Weigh Batcher (Big)
Aluminum Cutting Machine

NAME OF EQUIPMENT
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Company Godown For Material Shifting After
Completion of Project for clean the building
Located at Vaishali Nagar, Dahisar (E)
Godown Area is 1500 Sqft & Wide Road
For Loading & Unloading All Heavy Materials.



ABOUT US
Introduction to “P. Kumar Constructions “As civil, Painting
Plumbing Contractors.

Dear Sir,
We would like to take this opportunity to introduce ourselves as Civil, 
Painting & Plumbing Contractors for the work of Repairs & Rehabitation 
of Residential & Commercial Complexes.
“P. Kumar Constructions” is a Mumbai based civil contracting firm focusing on core
Competencies in the new generation building repairs technology. 
WWe are involved in all aspects starting from identification of the problem, identifying
 the source or cause of the problem, formulating the specification of the treatment 
and executing the same. We have maintained our focus on Indian climatic conditions, 
building material quality while designing our solutions to ensure the performance. 
Climate condition, building material quality while designing our solutions to ensure 
the performance. Needless to mention, we are also responsible for its performance.
Should you require further information, Please feel free to contact us.
WWe look forward to work with you. Thanking you, we assure you of our commitment in 
each stage. Timely support and commitment are assured from our side.

From P. Kumar Constructions



We are a team of expert dedicated personnel. Our major services
include:

Plastering using Conventional / Ready mix plasters on exterior / interior wall
surfaces (Full/Patch)

Terrace waterproofing (Conventional & Chemical based)

Strengthening, restoration and repairs of concrete structures.

Pressure injection Cementatious / Epoxy grouting to arrest and prevent water
leakage.

TTreatment of Separation Joints using high strength, non-shrink materials.

Crack filling using Strong, elastomeric materials.

Water Repellent Coatings on Exterior Wall Surfaces.

Painting of exterior / interior wall surfaces.

Expansion joint treatment.

Jacketing of columns using new glass fibre technology.

Laying of interlocking pavers in building compounds and parking lots.

LLaying new as well as repairing the old plumbing lines.

Construction of new structures.

P.Kumar Constructions:
Please find attached herewith a list of services we provide.
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Technical Details



P.kumar constructions waterproofing of roofs and terraces can be achieved by adopting
proper construction practices. For a tropical region with heavy rainfall, (like Bombay or
places on the west coast), a 'Weathering Course' typically consists of an insulating
layer with an integral or separate finishing layer of IPS and a waterproofing course
suitably located or laid directly over the R C slab. It is essential that no rainwater
stagnates on the roof. A proper slope and adequate number of drainage outlets can
achieve this. The requisite slope is obtained by varying the thickness of the insulatingachieve this. The requisite slope is obtained by varying the thickness of the insulating
layer. Or when the roof slab is large in area, the slope or fall is often provided by
making it's (the slab) top surface sloping to the desired extent.

A typical waterproofing system also referred to as 'Weathering Course' is shown
below:

1. Finishing layer:
This could be IPS or China Mosaic or other treatment.
2. Lime Concrete or Burnt Brick Coba provides an insulation effect. Other2. Lime Concrete or Burnt Brick Coba provides an insulation effect. Other
lightweight materials like vermiculture concrete or P U foams can also be used.
3. R C Structural slab.
4. Vata.
5. Coping.
6. Throating.
7. Waterproofing layer:

Polymer based chemicals and cement layers form a membrane virtuallPolymer based chemicals and cement layers form a membrane virtually.
The Method of carrying out efficient waterproo ng using a 'Polymer - Cement'
composite layer (Based on Polymer based chemicals) is given below:

A. For New Constructions.
B. For Existing Terraces

Waterproofing Roofs & Terracese's



(A) NEW CONSTRUCTIONS

When it is intended to carry out the waterproofing of a newly built reinforced concrete
roof, it is best to provide the waterproofing layer directly on the structural slab. The
insulation layer and the finishing layer can then follow.

Waterproofing Layer:

To obtain a sound waterproofing layer please follow the following procedure.

 i) Clean the surface of all loose particles, dust, cement laitance etc. i) Clean the surface of all loose particles, dust, cement laitance etc.
ii) In case the slab is uneven and undulated it is desirable to make it level and smooth
using a thin cement sand mortar. Use a 1:3 cement sand levelling and smoothening
course not more than 10 mm thick. Alternatively neat cement punning can be
considered.
iii) Moisten the R C slab (or the leveling mortar)
iv) Apply slurry of Polymer based chemicals and Cement, in the ratio 1:1.25 for first
coat and for the subsequent coats 1:1.5 (by weight). The slurry should be freshlycoat and for the subsequent coats 1:1.5 (by weight). The slurry should be freshly
prepared, uniform in consistency and suitable for brushing (Consult our Engineer for
details)
v) Apply 2 more coats at 24 hour intervals each, when the already applied coat would
have set & hardened.
vi) Allow setting for 48 hours.
vii) Cure the coating with wet squeezed gunny bags.
viii) Finish the surface as per requirement.viii) Finish the surface as per requirement.

Note: In case the roof is a sloping one, then the Polymer based chemicals -cement
Slurry should be applied over the top of the slab. Finish as required is to be provided.



(B) EXISTING TERRACES

It is necessary to inspect the existing roof terrace and assess the reason for the
leakages.

Generally the leakage's may be on
(a) account of the failure of the IPS or China Mosaic,
(b) the cracking and failure of the insulation layer,
(c) the failure of both.(c) the failure of both.
(d) Defects or distress in the R.C.C. slab.
For case
(a) follow the steps given below
(i) Remove the finishing layer of IPS or China Mosaic totally to expose the insulation
layer.
(ii) Clean the insulation layer
(iii) Provide a 1:3 cement-sand leveling and smoothening course less than 10 mm thick.(iii) Provide a 1:3 cement-sand leveling and smoothening course less than 10 mm thick.
Alternatively neat cement punning can be considered.
(iv) After the layer in
(iii) Has hardened say 24 to 48 hours, on the wetted surface, apply Polymer based
chemicals and Cement slurry in the ratio 1:1.5 by weight (Consult our Engineer for
details)
(v) Apply 2 more coats at 24 hour intervals each, when the already applied coat would
have set & hardened.have set & hardened.
(Vi) Cure with damp gunny bags.
(Vii) Finish as required.

For case (b) & (c) follow steps given below
(i) Remove the finish layer & insulation layer, to expose the structural reinforced
concrete slab.
(ii) Clean the slab and inspect for cracks and defects.
(iii) Seal cracks if any with Polymer rich cement mortar (Consult our Engineer for(iii) Seal cracks if any with Polymer rich cement mortar (Consult our Engineer for
details)
(iv) Level and smoothen the surface with 1:3 cement mortar about 10-15 mm thick.
Follow the steps (iii) to (viii) as in the note on (A) New Constructions, above.

For case (d) follow the steps given below:
(i)  Identify and mark out the defects - viz. cracks, honeycombing etc.
(ii) Repair the cracks with Polymer Rich Cement Mortar. (Consult our Engineer for
Details)Details)
(iii) Grout the honeycomb areas with Polymer Cement Grout (Consult our Engineer for
Details)
These steps will restore the slab to as near the original condition as possible.



PRECAUTIONS

1. See that the invert (lowest level) of the drainage outlet is 
BELOW the level of IPS in its vicinity

2. Provide one outlet for every 200 sft. (20 Sq M) of terrace area.

3. Provide a fall or slope of 1 in 50 for the top surface so that 
water is quickly drained out.

4. The Polymer-Cement waterproof paste or slurry using 4. The Polymer-Cement waterproof paste or slurry using 
Polymer based chemicals, should be continuously stirred to a
 uniform consistency  even during application.

Note : This Guide is by way of suggestions only.
The Consulting Engineers views should be sought



Waterproofing External Walls
Often external walls develop wet spots and leakages. Causes are generally the
absorptive nature of the plaster, due to age and degradation (or otherwise) as also the
absorptive nature of the brick-work or block work behind the plaster. These walls need
to be waterproofed effectively.

Case I
If the dampness is not widespread this can be remedied by the following method, usingIf the dampness is not widespread this can be remedied by the following method, using
Polymer based chemicals with good quality cement paint.
Method:
a) Clean the surface thoroughly to remove all loose material, fungus, old paint etc. and
moisten with water.
b) Mix Polymer based chemicals in the water used for preparation of the cement paint.
Mix thoroughly to a uniform consistency. For the first coat use 20% Polymer based
chemicals by weight of (dry powder) cement paint. For the second coat add only 5%chemicals by weight of (dry powder) cement paint. For the second coat add only 5%
Polymer based chemicals
c) Cure the paint after 24 hours.
d) Follow all the usual steps taken in painting using cement paints
 (powder form).

Case II
If walls are extensively damp and plastering is deteriorating, replastering would be
called focalled for. In this case following steps are recommended:
Method:
1. Remove the old plaster, remove all the loose particles, and dust etc. and wash with a
jet of water.
2. Prepare a mortar mix 1:4 [cement : sand], or as directed by the engineer-in-charge,
and admix thoroughly 3% Polymer based chemicals by weight of cement in this mortar.
3. Provide a firrst coat plaster using the mortar in item 2 above. Keep its surface rough to
receive the second coat.receive the second coat. Apply the second coat after the first coat has hardened.
4. Cure as usual as per regular construction practice.
5. External walls may be finished further as per method in Case I

Case III
If walls are extensively damp and plastering is deteriorating, replastering would be
called for. In this case following steps are recommended: 



NEW WALLS

Once the plastering is completed, cured and dried out (to the extent possible) external
painting with Polymer based chemicals can be taken up.
Please follow the detailed instructions in the literature on Polymer based chemicals for
'Instructions for use'.
In case it is desired to finish the exteriors using a cement paint only, then use Polymer
based chemicals to improve several qualities of the cement paint coating.based chemicals to improve several qualities of the cement paint coating. The
combination of Polymer based chemicals and good quality cement paint upgrades the
ultimate performance of the decorative finish to a plastic-emulsion or acrylic type of
finish to provide an effective water proofing & long lasting service.
The details as in case I may be followed for application

Protection Of Foundations

Foundations , part of which is generally below the ground level, also need to be
protected whenever they are likely to come in contact with harmful chemicalprotected whenever they are likely to come in contact with harmful chemical
ingredients. Such an exposure could be as a result of contact with the soil or sub-soil
water (or both) containing sulphates or chlorides (or both). Sulphates could cause the
expansion of concrete conditions for corrosion like cracking. Chlorides would create
conditions for corrosion of the reinforcements. Suitable protective measures are
always desirable in cases where any chemicals are suspected to be present.



PROTECTION TO REINFORCEMENT STEEL

Case I

When foundation is exposed to ground water in which sulfates and chlorides are absent
or within permissible limits:-
The reinforcement steel will need protection from any possible corrosion due to the
ingress of ground water. The steel reinforcement in the piles (either precast or cast-insitu) 
should be given a protective coating.should be given a protective coating.
Method:

a) Clean the steel as much as possible with stiff wire brush.
b) Apply chemical derusting agent Rust Remover which will turn the steel into
grayish black colour in 24 hours. Remove the freed loose rust particles by simple
dusting with brush etc.
c) Apply a slurry consisting of 1 kg. Polymer based chemicals and 1.5 kgs. fresh
ordinary Portland cement to the chemically derusted surface by brush ensuring that allordinary Portland cement to the chemically derusted surface by brush ensuring that all
area is covered and no pinholes exit.
d) Allow the coating to set for 48 hours.
e) Accidental puncture or damage to the coating, if any, must be retouched by slurry (as
in 'c' above).

Case II

When foundation is exposed to ground water or soil in which sulfates and chlorides are
in excess of permissible limits in excess of permissible limits Table as per IS 456 (in chemical zone):
Method:

a) Provide anticorrosion treatment to steel as described in case (I).
b) Lay concrete as required, cure as per norms and allow to dry.
c) Apply approved chemicals (ready to use pack) to all the surfaces of the foundation
concrete up to the plinth level ensuring that all area is covered.
d) Apply a second coat after 24 hours.
e) Back e) Back ölling of the excavation with earth should be taken up after atleast 48 hours of
applying the second coat. 



Waterproofing Roofs & Terracese's Technical Guide 1

Eficient waterproofing of roofs and terraces can be achieved by adopting proper
construction practices. For a tropical region with heavy rainfall, (like Bombay or places
on the west coast), a 'Weathering Course' typically consists of an insulating layer with
an integral or separate finishing layer of IPS and a waterproofing course suitably
located or laid directly over the R C slab. It is essential that no rainwater stagnates on
the roof.the roof. A proper slope and adequate number of drainage outlets can achieve this. The
requisite slope is obtained by varying the thickness of the insulating layer. Or when the
roof slab is large in area, the slope or fall is often provided by making it's (the slab) top
surface sloping to the desired extent.

Using a thin cement sand mortar. Use a 1:3 cement sand levelling and smoothening
course not more than 10 mm thick. Alternatively neat cement punning can be
considered.

i) Moisten the R C slab (or the leveling mortar)i) Moisten the R C slab (or the leveling mortar)
ii) Apply slurry of Polymer based chemicals and Cement, in the ratio 1:1.25 for first
coat and for the subsequent coats 1:1.5 (by weight). The slurry should be freshly
prepared, uniform in consistency and suitable for brushing (Consult our Engineer for
details)
iii) Apply 2 more coats at 24 hour intervals each, when the already applied coat would
have set & hardened.
iv)iv) Allow setting for 48 hours.
vi) Cure the coating with wet squeezed gunny bags.
vii) Finish the surface as per requirement.

Note: In case the roof is a sloping one, then the Polymer based chemicals -cement
Slurry should be applied over the top of the slab. Finish as required is to be provided.



(B) EXISTING TERRACES

It is necessary to inspect the existing roof terrace and assess the reason for the
leakages.
Generally the leakage's may be on
(a) account of the failure of the IPS or China Mosaic,
(b) the cracking and failure of the insulation layer, 
(c) the failure of both.(c) the failure of both.
(d) Defects or distress in the R.C.C. slab.
For case
(a) follow the steps given below
(i) Remove the finishing layer of IPS or China Mosaic totally to expose the insulation
layer.
(ii) Clean the insulation layer
(iii) Provide a 1:3 cement-sand leveling and smoothening course less than 10 mm thick.(iii) Provide a 1:3 cement-sand leveling and smoothening course less than 10 mm thick.
Alternatively neat cement punning can be considered.
(iv) After the layer in
(iii) Has hardened say 24 to 48 hours, on the wetted surface, apply Polymer based
chemicals and Cement slurry in the ratio 1:1.5 by weight (Consult our Engineer for
details)
(v) Apply 2 more coats at 24 hour intervals each, when the already applied coat would
have set & hardened.have set & hardened.
(Vi) Cure with damp gunny bags.
(Vii) Finish as required.
For case (b) & (c) follow steps given below
(i) Remove the finish layer & insulation layer, to expose the structural reinforced
concrete slab.
(ii) Clean the slab and inspect for cracks and defects.
(Iii) Seal cracks if any with Polymer rich cement mortar (Consult our Engineer for(Iii) Seal cracks if any with Polymer rich cement mortar (Consult our Engineer for
details)
(iv) Level and smoothen the surface with 1:3 cement mortar about 10-15 mm thick.
Follow the steps (iii) to (viii) as in the note on (A) New Constructions, above.
For case (d) follow the steps given below:
(I Identify and mark out the defects - viz. cracks, honeycombing etc.
(ii) Repair the cracks with Polymer Rich Cement Mortar. (Consult our Engineer for
Details)Details)
(iii) Grout the honeycomb areas with Polymer Cement Grout (Consult our Engineer for
Details)
These steps will restore the slab to as near the original condition as possible.



PRECAUTIONS

1. See that the invert (lowest level) of the drainage outlet is BELOW the level of IPS in
its vicinity
2. Provide one outlet for every 200 sft. (20 Sq M) of terrace area.
3. Provide a fall or slope of 1 in 50 for the top surface so that water is quickly drained
out.
4.4. The Polymer-Cement waterproof paste or slurry using Polymer based chemicals,
should be continuously stirred to a uniform consistency even during application.
Note : This Guide is by way of suggestions only.
The Consulting Engineers views should be sought
Waterproofing External Walls
Often external walls develop wet spots and leakages. Causes are generally the
absorptive nature of the plaster, due to age and degradation (or otherwise) as also the
absorptive nature of the brick-work or block work behind the plasteabsorptive nature of the brick-work or block work behind the plaster. These walls need
to be waterproofed effectively.

Case I
If the dampness is not widespread this can be remedied by the following method, using
Polymer based chemicals with good quality cement paint.

Method:

a) Clean the surface thoroughly to remove all loose material, fungus, old paint etc. and
moisten with watemoisten with water.
b) Mix Polymer based chemicals in the water used for preparation of the cement paint.
Mix thoroughly to a uniform consistency. For the first coat use 20% Polymer based
chemicals by weight of (dry powder) cement paint. For the second coat add only 5%
Polymer based chemicals
c) Cure the paint after 24 hours.
d) Follow all the usual steps taken in painting using cement paints
 (powder form). (powder form).



Case II

If walls are extensively damp and plastering is deteriorating, replastering would be
called for. In this case following steps are recommended:

Method:

1. Remove the old plaster, remove all the loose particles, and dust etc. and wash with a
jet of water.
2. Prepare a mortar mix 1:4 [cement : sand], or as directed by the engineer-in-charge,2. Prepare a mortar mix 1:4 [cement : sand], or as directed by the engineer-in-charge,
and admix thoroughly 3% Polymer based chemicals by weight of cement in this mortar.
3. Provide a first coat plaster using the mortar in item 2 above. Keep its surface rough to
receive the second coat. Apply the second coat after the first coat has hardened.
4. Cure as usual as per regular construction practice.
5. External walls may be finished further as per method in Case I

Case III

If walls are extensively damp and plastering is deteriorating, replastering would beIf walls are extensively damp and plastering is deteriorating, replastering would be
called for. In this case following steps are recommended: 



NEW WALLS

Once the plastering is completed, cured and dried out (to the extent possible) external
painting with Polymer based chemicals can be taken up.
Please follow the detailed instructions in the literature on Polymer based chemicals for
'Instructions for use'.
In case it is desired to finish the exteriors using a cement paint only, then use Polymer
based chemicals to improve several qualities of the cement paint coating.based chemicals to improve several qualities of the cement paint coating. The
combination of Polymer based chemicals and good quality cement paint upgrades the
ultimate performance of the decorative finish to a plastic-emulsion or acrylic type of
finish to provide an effective water proofing & long lasting service.
The details as in case I may be followed for application.

Protection Of Foundations

Foundations , part of which is generally below the ground level, also need to be
protected whenever they are likely to come in contact with harmful chemical ingredients.protected whenever they are likely to come in contact with harmful chemical ingredients.
Such an exposure could be as a result of contact with the soil or sub-soil water (or both)
containing sulphates or chlorides (or both). Sulphates could cause the expansion of 
concrete conditions for corrosion likecracking. Chlorides would create conditions for 
corrosion of the reinforcements. Suitableprotective measures are always desirable in 
cases where any chemicals are suspected to be present.



PROTECTION TO REINFORCEMENT STEEL

Case I

When foundation is exposed to ground water in which sulfates and chlorides are absent
or within permissible limits:-
The reinforcement steel will need protection from any possible corrosion due to the
ingress of ground water. The steel reinforcement in the piles (either precast or cast-insitu) 
should be given a protective coating.should be given a protective coating.
Method:
a) Clean the steel as much as possible with stiff wire brush.
b) Apply chemical derusting agent Rust Remover which will turn the steel into grayish
black colour in 24 hours. Remove the freed loose rust particles by simple dusting with
brush etc.
c) Apply a slurry consisting of 1 kg. Polymer based chemicals and 1.5 kgs. fresh
ordinary Portland cement to the chemically derusted surface by brush ensuring that allordinary Portland cement to the chemically derusted surface by brush ensuring that all
area is covered and no pinholes exit.
d) Allow the coating to set for 48 hours.
e) Accidental puncture or damage to the coating, if any, must be retouched by slurry (as
in 'c' above).

Case II

When foundation is exposed to ground water or soil in which sulfates and chlorides are
in excess of permissible limitsin excess of permissible limits Table as per IS 456 (in chemical zone):
Method:
a) Provide anticorrosion treatment to steel as described in case (I).
b) Lay concrete as required, cure as per norms and allow to dry.
c) Apply approved chemicals (ready to use pack) to all the surfaces of the foundation
concrete up to the plinth level ensuring that all area is covered.
d) Apply a second coat after 24 hours.
e) Back filling of the excavation with earth should be taken up after atleast 48 hours ofe) Back filling of the excavation with earth should be taken up after atleast 48 hours of
applying the second coat. 

Note:-
In effluent sumps, water reservoirs, water treatment plants etc. corrosion prevention
treatment to steel should not be overlooked and similar procedure as above should be
followed.



Bonding Of Plaster

Many times problems are faced when cement plaster is applied over reinforced
concrete surfaces, generally on account of poor interfacial bonding. Soföts or ceilings
are the most diföcult. This diföculty can be overcome by providing a 'Bonding Coat' to
the surfaces. Polymer based chemicals are an eföcient and cost effective products.

Method:
a) Clean the surface of all loose particles and moisten it.a) Clean the surface of all loose particles and moisten it.
b) Apply ready to use single pack bonding agent Polymer based chemicals by spray to
as much area as can be plastered or gunnited in 60 minutes.
c) Wait for 10 to 15 minutes and provide a 'chat coat' of 1:3 cement mortar and then
plaster as usual.
d) Cure the plaster as per usual practice.

Note:-
Do not provide neeru Do not provide neeru önish as the same can disturb the development bond between old
and new concrete.

Important :
There are other situations where sticking of cement mortar on to old or new surfaces
could be a problem, like in gunniting or Coating of M.S. Pipes.
Hack-Aid-Plast will solve the problem when used as a bonding coat. 
Rebound losses of material will also reduce.



Bonding New Concrete To Old

Whenever new concrete is to be placed over old concrete or hardened concrete (even
if it is only 24 hours old) there is a fear of inadequacy of bond between old concrete
and new concrete.
To overcome this situation provide a bonding coat of Polymer based chemicals &
Cement. 

Method:Method:
a) Clean the surface of all loose particles and moisten it
b) Apply Polymer based chemicals & Cement in the proportion of 1:1 (by weight) by
brush.
c) Provide a thin layer (chat coat) of 1:2 cement sand mortar.
d) Immediately place a new concrete over it and carry on with the rest of the work as
usual.

Note:Note:
Provide a thin layer of 1:2 cement sand mortar.
It is advisable for the mortar mix to nearly match the proportion of cement sand part of
the concrete e.g. if mix of new concrete is 1:1
½ : 3 then the thin mortar layer should preferably be 1:1 ½.
Sometimes longish aggregates are left protruding above the lower concrete and this
would be helpful to increase integrity.



Fixing Tiles

Ceramic tiles are today used extensively in bathrooms, Kitchens, and toilets. They
provide an attractive surface, which is easily cleaned. Tile surfaces are waterproof and
hygienic.
However the fixing of tiles requires materials that have to be compatible with the tiles.
The joints between tiles also need to provide as good a performance as the tiles. The
age-old practice of using ordinary cement has been observed to be largely inadequate.age-old practice of using ordinary cement has been observed to be largely inadequate.
Details:
For fixing the tiles essentially two different types of mixes of Polymer based chemicals
are required
(i) slurry or bonding mix (ii) fixing and bedding mortar.
Polymer based chemicals slurry is prepared using 1 part by weight of Polymer based
chemicals and 1 part by weight of cement. Both the ingredients are mixed thoroughly in
a mechanical mixea mechanical mixer. Mixing has to be carried out until the mix is of uniform consistency.
Polymer based chemicals mortar is prepared using: 
9 parts by weight of Graded Quartz sand.
The three ingredients taken in the above proportion are mixed together to form a mass
of thick pliable dough like consistency. As little water as possible may be added while
mixing.

Method of use
a) Clean the receiving surface of all the loose particles, oil, grease etc.a) Clean the receiving surface of all the loose particles, oil, grease etc.
b) Wet the surface.
c) Prime the back of the tile and the receiving surface with 1:1 slurry of Polymer based
chemicals and cement.
d) Spread the Polymer based chemicals Mortar mix uniformly on the back of the already
primed tile. Remove excess material by a notched trowel and press home the tile into
position. A 3 mm thick layer is more than adequate.

RepairsRepairs To Structures
Repairs to reinforced concrete structural members like columns, beams and slabs is
becoming increasingly necessary, on account of the corrosion of reinforcement steel.
Corrosion leads to several other distressing aspects like cracking, spalling,
delamination etc. Repairs to these damages calls for special techniques and materials.
Proper identification of the extent of repair is the first step. Removal of damaged plaster,
concrete or mortar follows. At same time it is also essential to support or prop various
elements, so that during repairs there is no possibility of unforeseen yielding of anyelements, so that during repairs there is no possibility of unforeseen yielding of any
structural elements.



REPAIR TYPES
(a) Minors
Minor repairs can generally be looked upon as those that do not require attending to the
structural skeleton. Such repairs as water proofing, replastering, filling up non-structural
cracks can be minor jobs.

(b) Major
Major repairs would need to tackle with the structural skeleton - at least attend to someMajor repairs would need to tackle with the structural skeleton - at least attend to some
of its members. This calls for an evaluation of the likely extent of repairs and
strengthening measures required. A proper plan of the execution of the job, the choice
of materials and method need to be decided.

The following sections explain typical repair items like:
1. Cleaning & surface preparation
2. Preparation of repair materials
3. Use of Bonding coat3. Use of Bonding coat
4. Execution of repairs
5. Curing
6. Guidance or Supporting Systems.
7. Safety precaution

Preparation of Repair Material
The range of chemicals available for repairs are many. Some are to be used as they
are, or "oare, or "off-the-pack" whereas others require to be "prepared". The preparation would
generally involve addition of water or cement or both sand is another material often
added.

The prepared materials could be broadly classified as mortars, grout or slurries 



POLYMER CEMENT BONDING COAT (PCBC)

To prepare a polymer based bonding coat, take 1 part cement and 1 part Polymer
based chemicals (by weight) and mix thoroughly. Use a mechanical mixer preferably.
The materials thus mixed, form a thick slurry, of a consistency easily applicable by
brush. The slurry thus prepared is ready for use as a bonding material.
The surface on which the bonding coat is to be applied, has to be cleaned with a water
jet approximately 24 hours prior to application.jet approximately 24 hours prior to application. This will help in making the substrata,
slightly moist.
After application of the slurry on the requisite surface, place the next screed or mortar
etc. that is to come over it. ("wet on wet" application)

Note:
The slurry is prepared using Polymer based chemicals only as the mixing liquid. 
( Do not add any water).
The cement to be used should be fresh and OPC onlThe cement to be used should be fresh and OPC only.

POLYMER MODIFIED CEMENT MORTAR (PMCM)

To prepare a composite mortar of Polymer and cement base, use 1 kg Polymer based
chemicals, 5 kg (fresh) Cement, 15 Kg Quartz sand (graded). This is same as using 1
bag of cement (of 50 Kgs), 10 Kg Polymer based chemicals and 150 Kgs of graded
sand.
First dry mix the cement and sand in a mixer. Separately mix Polymer based chemicals
with the requisite quantity of watewith the requisite quantity of water. Then add this water-polymer mix to the cementsand in 
the mixer and mix for 3 minutes at least use a mechanical mixer. (see item 3 ofnote below). 
The mortar is now ready for use.

POLYMER CEMENT GROUT (PCG)

To prepare a polymer based cement grout, use 1 kg Polymer based chemicals, 3 kg
Cement (fresh) and 2 kg water. Mix Polymer based chemicals and water first and add
this to the cement using a mechanical mixer till slurry of uniform consistency is formed.
This is now ready for use.This is now ready for use.
(Important: see item 2 of 'Note' below) 



POLYMER RICH CEMENT MORTAR (PRCM)

To prepare this mortar, use 2 kg Polymer based chemicals, 5 kg cement (fresh) and 15
kg quartz sand (graded). Mix the three ingredients (without addition of any water)
preferably in a mechanical mixer, till a soft mix of uniform consistency is formed. This is
now ready for use.
General Precautions
Prepare only as much quantity of material as can be used in 30 minutes.Prepare only as much quantity of material as can be used in 30 minutes.
Use fresh Cement only.
CURING:
Curing is best achieved by a fine spray of water. Curing should begin after 24 hours of
application & continue for 3 days.

NOTE:
1. Clean all tools with water immediately after use.
2. The mixes given above are by way of general recommendations. For 2. The mixes given above are by way of general recommendations. For 
special mix designs using Polymer based chemicals you may please get in touch with
Ediöce Erection's Engineer .
3. The mixer consists of a shaft with spiral blades, ölled in place of the drill-bit of the
hand held electric drill,

Waterprooöng Water Tank

Water Tanks or storage Reservoirs (as they are known when they are large in
capacity), are specially designed structures to store water from which supplies arecapacity), are specially designed structures to store water from which supplies are
made to the surrounding localities. Leakages and deterioration of many tanks have
taken place over the years. Many of them need restoration.



Repairs to existing tanks.

A detailed procedure for repairs to a water tank is provided for guidance.
The following steps have to be taken:

1. Surface preparation
2. Anti corrosive Treatment
3. Steel Strengthening
4. Repairing damaged patches4. Repairing damaged patches
5. Curing
6. Grouting any voids in concrete
7. Restoration of wall surfaces.
Speciöcation for Concrete Repairs.

Surface Preparation

Surface preparation is of prime importance in any repair work. The success of the
repair work depends upon this to a large extent.repair work depends upon this to a large extent.
I. Chip off all loose concrete and remove the damaged concrete by using a chisel and
hammer or other suitable mechanical means.
II. The presence of any delamination should be detected by sounding the vertical (or
other) surfaces of concrete on a regular pattern, using a small hammer. The areas
should be marked out.
III. After the whole area has been covered remove the damaged concrete from the
delaminated areas, till sound concrete is seen.delaminated areas, till sound concrete is seen.
IV. Expose the reinforcement in all damaged areas using steel wire 
brushes, normally or mechanically. There should be at least 6mm gap behind
reinforcement to facilitate cleaning, coating etc



ANTI-CORROSIVE TREATMENT & STEEL FOR STRENGTHENING.

V. Apply a suitable rust removal compound as per manufacturer's specifications. Clean
the reinforcement so that it shines uniformly.
VI. Wherever the reinforcement is reduced by more than 20 % of the original area,
extra new main steel is to be provided by welding it to the existing steel or suitable lap
(40 d). In case of columns and beams, provide welded wire mesh (4" X4" X 10 guage)
along with two layers of woven GI wire square mesh (½ X ½ X 19 guage) so that thealong with two layers of woven GI wire square mesh (½ X ½ X 19 guage) so that the
repair material is properly tied up with the sound core. The mesh is to be clamped on to
the concrete surface by means of plumber nails and building wire.
VII. Apply a suitable corrosion inhibitor to the old and all new reinforcements.
REPAIRS: METHODOLOGY
VIII. Provide a suitable bonding coat over the reinforcement and concrete surfaces,
which is to receive the repair material. Follow the bonding material manufacturer's
specifications.specifications.

MORTAR & FINISHING
IX. Using polymer modified cement mortar (PMCM) fill up the area to be repaired, with
aid of jacked up floating shuttering. The render of the PCMC should be done in layers
of 15 mm, (the min being) minimum and at least two coats are to be provided. The
material should be evenly applied and well compacted and finished using a wooden
float or steel trowel.
CURINGCURING
X. Cure the PMCM as per manufacturer's instructions.

GROUTING VOIDS
XI. In case the original concrete is suspect or found to be honey combed or
has internal voids, it may be necessary to grout the concrete. This may be done by
drilling holes of 16 mm diameter upto at least 100 mm in concrete to receive the nipples
and grouting.
Use a polymer-cement grout as per the manufacturer's specifications.Use a polymer-cement grout as per the manufacturer's specifications.

Note:
Please refer to Technical guide no 7 for details of various repair formulations of
Concrete Practice



Protecting Steel (Reinforcing Bars)

CLEANING RUST

Remove loose rust from the reinforcement steel with the aid of wire brushes or
mechanical means like sand blasting etc. Sand blasting & cleaning will remove the
oxide layers reducing the steel sections. However micro-crevices on the steel surface
still remain uncleaned. This can be done using Rust remover, which helps in removing
even the finest remaining rust.even the finest remaining rust.

CHEMICAL CLEANING

Apply RUSTICIDE solution to all the exposed steel. This will remove any residual rust
and also render the surface of the steel passive and prevent fresh corrosion. Allow the
RUSTICIDE application for 24 hours and then brush off any loose particles by using a
dry paintbrush.

PRESERVING PASSIVE CONDITIONS AROUND STEEL.

The ideal condition around the steel should be alkaline always, in the pH range The ideal condition around the steel should be alkaline always, in the pH range 11.50 to
13.00 to prevent corrosion totally. A slurry of Polymer based chemicals plus cement
(1:1.50 proportion by weight) provides the requisite alkalinity and polymeric protection
to the steel due to the extraordinary bonding capacity of the polymer. Hence give a
brush coat of this slurry to the entire exposed, chemically de-rusted surface. Care
should be taken to coverall the steel, with out leaving even the minutest part of the steel
uncovered. Preferably, apply two coats at four hour intervals.
Part of reinforcing steel, which has not been exposed, continues to be embedded inPart of reinforcing steel, which has not been exposed, continues to be embedded in
concrete. If possible Polymer based chemicals plus cement slurry should be injected in
the concrete along the steel so that the portion of the steel still embedded in the
concrete will also be in permanent alkaline condition



Waterproofing Wet Areas In Buildings

The areas in residential or commercial buildings that call for waterproofing effectively
are the wet areas: Toilets and bathrooms. These areas need to be "water-proofed" at
the construction stage only. Otherwise after the tiling and sanitary fittings and fixtures
are completed and there arises any leakage, the jobs of attending to the problems, at
that stage would be costly and cumbersome.
The usual construction practice adopted is to have a drop or a sunken slab Fig.1 theThe usual construction practice adopted is to have a drop or a sunken slab Fig.1 the
RCC slab forms a sort of a mini tank having a side outlet for drainage pipe. Further the
normal slab also has one more small sunken area for the "Nahni Trap”
Firstly it is essential to have the concrete in this construction to be good quality and
sound. A proper slope also has to be provided in the slab so that water will drain off
quickly without stagnation. The waterproofing should be carried out by having Polymer
based chemicals and Cement mix applied directly over the structural slab. (Consult Our
Engineer for detailed application procedure) over this waterproof layer further finishingEngineer for detailed application procedure) over this waterproof layer further finishing
like plaster tiles etc. can be taken up.
It is also necessary to take this waterproof layer onto the walls and up till a height of 3 ft
or the level of glazed tiles.
Repairs To Joints Between Bricks & Concret
Very often we notice separation or cracks in locations where brick masonry meets
concrete - say a column or slab. This happens as a result of differential or uneven
expansion (or contraction) of the two dissimilar materials.expansion (or contraction) of the two dissimilar materials. These are often inevitable
unless adequate precautionary measures are taken.
The following procedures should be adopted to repair such cracks:
1. Open the cracks into 'V' groove; clean and moisten the groove.
2. Apply a priming cum bonding coat of Polymer based chemicals / cement slurry in the
proportion 1:1 (by wt.) with brush to grooved surface.
3. Immediately, fill the groove with polymer modified mortar, which is prepared by
mixing :-mixing :-
 2 kgs. Polymer based chemicals
 5 kgs. Cement
 15 kgs. Quartz Sand
 After 15-20 minutes level the surface with steel trowel.
4. After 48 hours, cure by sprinkling water for 2-3 days.
5. Further finishing process can then follow.

Note:Note:
To repair any crack even in RCC the above method is suitable
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Our Working System



GOOD SERVICE

P. Kumar Constructors helped us getting in touch with profesionnal contractors and helped
us to define how to renovate our Building. We really liked the user friendly interface of the
platform and the fast response time from the contractors.

SATISFACTORY SERVICE

We all are happy for the building colour has been is too good that P. Kumar civil contractors
has taken the contract we all are satisfied for the plumbing work of society and the buildinghas taken the contract we all are satisfied for the plumbing work of society and the building
colouring work has been done very nicely and his services are good.

HARD WORKING PEOPLE

P. Kumar Civil Contractor's are hard working people which look after full customer
satisfaction.I strongly recommended P. Kumar Civil Contractor for any of your contraction
works.

GOOD SERVICE PROVIDER

AA good service provider looking after full customer satisfaction.Hard working and trust
worthy staff. P. Kumar Civil Contractors recommended.

SUPPORTIVE TEAM

The most supportive and trusted staff I have ever worked with. We had our requirements
and they fullölled it up to their best will.Truely hardworking and i strongly recommend P.
Kumar Civil Contractors.



BUILDING PAINTING

Prominent & Leading Service Provider from Mumbai, we offer Building Painting Service,
Building Painting Service Club Member Of Asian Paint, Building Painting Services,
Cement Based Waterprooöng, All Types Of Building Painting Works and Wall Water
Prooöng Services.

Building Painting Service
(An ISO 9001:2015 Certi(An ISO 9001:2015 Certiöed Company)

Painters can perform the following jobs:

Colour consultation:

Selecting the paint colours for your home can be difficult. A painter can help you to
select the right colours for your home. They will typically enquire about your personal
preferences for 
colours and the aesthetic that you want to achieve. In addition, an interior designer can
also select with choosing colours.also select with choosing colours.

Interiors:
Painting the interior of your home is an easy way to upgrade. A professional painter can
start by getting the surface ready for painting, protecting your floors and décor and apply
the paint using the latest tools. You can select one colour for your home or work with
several different colours.

Exteriors:
Like interior painting, the exterior of your home can undergo a dramatic transformation withLike interior painting, the exterior of your home can undergo a dramatic transformation with
a simple paint job. In addition, exterior paint can protect the outside of your home from the
elements. The painter will strip down existing paint and prepare and prime the surface for a
new coat of paint.



Fences:

A painter can paint your fences to enhance the look or to help protect them
from the elements. Fence painting is most commonly done with a spray
gun and will allow the painter to cover the area 
quickly with less pain. Timber is the most commonly painted fencing material but concrete
and render may be painted as well.

Roofs:Roofs:

Painters can ensure the protection of your roof by first pressure cleaning the roof to remove
dirt. Then the painter will direct repairs of the roof if needed before applying a sealer. The
painter will most likely use an airless spray gun for the application of the paint.

Exterior timber maintenance:

Occasionally, the timber that is around your home will need maintenance. A painter can
apply new stains, varnishes, oils or paints to the timber after cleaning.

Special finishes:Special finishes:

If you don't want the look of a standard gloss or matte finish, then you can select a special
paint finish. These finishes include metallic, suede, pearl, marbling and satin.
Spray painting:
Spray painting is the fastest way to paint a large area. Spray painting is
recommended for outdoor surfaces because of the 
fumes. Hiring a professional will ensure that your spray-painting job is even and
professional looking.professional looking.

Residential painting:

Businesses properties also need to be painted. A professional Residential painter can
figure out what is needed and get the job done quickly for the business.



Building Painting Services:



Crack Filling Services:



PLUMBING WORKS

Pioneers in the industry, we offer Plumbing Works, Society & Building Plumbing, Society
Plumbing Services, Plumbing Contractors and Pipeline Construction from India.
(An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Company) 
The plumbing system is an essential component of your home and it is very important
for you to make  sure that the system has been correctly installed and maintained. 
By making sure that only qualified individuals work on your home, you can avoidBy making sure that only qualified individuals work on your home, you can avoid
potential problems in the future.

For the safety of all homeowners, all local government authorities
require that a licensed contractor perform all plumbing works. Plumbing work that is
done by individuals that have not been licensed is considered to be illegal. In addition,
you could be putting the safety of you and your family at risk.
Here is some general information regarding plumbers and plumbing services that can
be performed on your home:be performed on your home:

What Do Plumbers Do?

Plumbers can take on any of the following tasks in your home
1.Finding and repairing leaks in gas systems and water systems
2.Removing and replacing plumbing that is old and worn out
3.Installing and repairing tap ware
4.Fixing burst water pipes



Structural Rehabilitations Details

The general health and performance of a building depends on its quality of
maintenance. As a building grows old, ageing, use (or misuse) and exposure to
the environment can affect the health of the building signiöcantly. Therefore, it is
advisable to monitor it periodically by taking a professional opinion. Structural
Audit is a preliminary technical survey of a building to assess its general health
 as a civil engineering structure. It is usually initiated as the  as a civil engineering structure. It is usually initiated as the örst step for repair. 
This is similar to the periodic health checkup recommended for older people. 



Terrace Waterproofing Without Breaking



Terrace Waterproofing Brick Bat Coba



                 P.KUMAR CONSTRUCTIONS
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We are maintaining transparency, Satisfaction & faith with our customers ,
Consultant , Engineer and society on our working projects via social media sites.
You can see what we are doing for the project we are updating the condition of projects
Via Our Facebook page, Twitter account, LinkedIn , Google+, Instagram or videos
with YouTube. Or on demand of customers we are doing also WhatsApp or Email.
After completion of projects we are submitting total photo of projects with every angle 
of building.of building.



Specialist in:  Structural Repairs, Water Proofing,
                            Painting, Plumbing External & Internal.

Company Registered Address :
R/2, Karan Bhadwar Compound, S. P. Road,
Vaishali Nagar, Dahisar (E), Mumbai - 68

Communications Address :
202, Sai Charan CHS. Ltd. Deepak Hospital Lane,
Ideal Park, Mira Road (E), 401107

Contact us: +91 9819653753/ +91 9930196959

pkumarconstructions@gmail.com
info@pkumarconstructions.in
mumbai@pkumarconstructions.in

 www.pkumarconstructions.in


